

gene_vtrek:
Announcements.

gene_vtrek:
Welcome to Week Two of the Supermission.

Anders:
GENE=coool bald guy

gene_vtrek:
We should wrap tonight. However, if we don't, we'll go another week.

Anders:
Chad!

gene_vtrek:
Old business:

Cameo_:
Anders, quiet...

Anders:
Sorry :)

gene_vtrek:
When last we saw the Furious, she was about to be fired on by the Klingon Bird-of-Prey, five years in the future.

gene_vtrek:
She has minimal power, minimal shields, all the usual stuff (note to prop department: we need more models for this week's installment).

gene_vtrek:
The two other Starfleet vessels, the USS Anasazi and the USS DeGaulle have disengaged.

gene_vtrek:
Jenner is unconscious and Crenshaw also injured. Stevens has the bridge. Rand is acting XO from Sick Bay.

gene_vtrek:
New Business:

gene_vtrek:
There is no new business.

gene_vtrek:
As always, in the last five minutes we'll vote for overtime, if there's a need.

gene_vtrek:
If you have any questions, pose them in the other room.

gene_vtrek:
Again: thanks. If you want more information, the website is:

gene_vtrek:
www.elixir.com/people/gene/reson8/

gene_vtrek:
Here we go.

gene_vtrek:
:: RESUME MISSION ::

gene_vtrek:
:: RESUME MISSION ::

Derek_SWEF:
::slams fist on Comm panel::

gene_vtrek:
:: RESUME MISSION ::

Merced:
::at Helm::

Derek_SWEF:
COMM:  Klingon vessel...

Thom_AGM:
::At the security console waiting for someone to make a decision::

gene_vtrek:
$ <HoD Kvel> Ready torpedoes!

Bachoa:
::relocates on Biord of prey::

Cameo_:
::in; sickbay, scanning results from the tests on the captain.::

Bachoa:
Cap[tain:  They're readying torpedoes

Derek_SWEF:
COMM:  This is Captain Stevens of the USS Furious

Merced:
::Preparing evasive manuevers::

Derek_SWEF:
Morgan:  Do what you can...

Derek_SWEF:
*Rand* Crenshaw is down...I need you on the bridge

Merced:
Stevens: Aye sir

Bachoa:
::remodulates sensors for metal fatigue::

Haasquatch:
::working "furious"ly in the engine room trying to nudge the Warp cells a little farther::

gene_vtrek:
$ <Kvel> COM: Federation vessel, you are stalling your entry into Sto'vo'kor.

Cameo_:
*Stevens* acknowledged

Merced:
::prepares to move out of range::

Bachoa:
::scans Bird of prey for weakness::

Cameo_:
::reluctantly:: <Adams>  Watch over the captain.

Thom_AGM:
::Puts all teams on alert for boarding parties::

Cameo_:
::makes way to bridge...

Merced:
Capt:  ready at your command sir

Derek_SWEF:
COM:  HoD...we're here on a scientific mission...

Cameo_:
::arrives on bridge, medkit in hand::

Cameo_:
::moves to Crenshaw::  

Thom_AGM:
*Kenyatta* Have all security personnel set weapons to kill.  I'm not taking chances here.

Merced:
::continues trying to regain full power to controls::

Derek_SWEF:
COM:  And unusual temporal anomaly brought us from our original position...

gene_vtrek:
$  <HoD> COM: A scientific mission? These days? Since when have the Starfleet Warlords been inclined to study the Klingon pursuits of knowledge?

Derek_SWEF:
COM:  And the Starfleet dogs attacked us from nowhere!

Merced:
::listens intently to communications::

Cameo_:
::swears under breath:: Darn, another command level officer down.....

gene_vtrek:
$ <Kvel> :: to subordinate :: Scan their vessel.

Bachoa:
::continues scans::

Derek_SWEF:
Bridge:  Let them scan us...

Merced:
::thinks. we're sitting ducks::

Cameo_:
Stevens:  His injuries are fairly minor; he'll be fine once he gets to sickbay.

Bachoa:
Commander:  We are being scanned

gene_vtrek:
$ <RawI' K'norr> :; to HoD :: Their vessel is out of phase - analogous to a ship that's travelled in time... five years. They have been damaged by weapons of Federation origin.

Derek_SWEF:
COM:  By now you know our story is true...

gene_vtrek:
$ <K'Vel> COM: My First Officer has confirmed your story, Furious. However, what is keeping me from destroying you anyway?

Merced:
::wonders that too::

Thom_AGM:
::Mutters under breath: "The fact that we'd beat you to it"::

Derek_SWEF:
COM: Glory, My friend.  The glory of battle...

Cameo_:
Stevens: ('d suggest we transport him there; the staff will be able to treat him.  I'd prefer to stay here for the moment ::grips medkit tightly::

Derek_SWEF:
COM:  And honor...what honor is there in destroying a vessel your enemies disabled?

Merced:
::continues pulling up emergency power::

Bachoa:
::scans for tachyon emissions from other potentially cloaked ships::

Derek_SWEF:
::Looks around bridge nervously::

Merced:
::smiles at Stevens words::

gene_vtrek:
$ <K'Vel> COM: In truth, very little, and I do not enjoy being a policeman, Stevens. However, blowing you up would be the Klingon way.

Merced:
::keeps hand on button::

gene_vtrek:
$ :: K'Vel makes a signal to the tac officer, who has a very itchy trigger finger ::

Merced:
::ready to move::

Derek_SWEF:
COM:  Then how about striking a blow against the most powerful of the Starfleet Warlords?

Bachoa:
::keeps eyes on scan of Klingon weapons, targetting and shield status::

gene_vtrek:
$ <K'Vel> COM: Hmm, turning against your own kind, eh? What do you propose.

Cameo_:
::watches as the K'Vel commander's eyes widen::

Derek_SWEF:
::whispers::  Shield status?

Bachoa:
::listens intently to what is happening on bridge::

gene_vtrek:
$ :: makes the signal to hold off from blasting Stevens and company into tiny little five-year-out-of-phase atom clumplets ::

Derek_SWEF:
COM:  I propose striking at the very heart of the Starfleet Warlords...At Yaran.

gene_vtrek:
$ <K'Vel> COM: Sounds suicidal, HoD Stevens of the USS Furious.

Haasquatch:
*ops*: this is the engine room, we have 68% of shields.  Trying to get that improved, but the power losses we sustained are making it hard.

Derek_SWEF:
::laughs::  COM:  What's this?  A klingon passing on the battle of a life time?!

Thom_AGM:
::Notices Tactical is empty.  Moves to console and begins reading owners manual::

Merced:
::still trying to get helm to full power::

Bachoa:
Commander:  ::whispers:: their shileds are still at near optimal levels

Derek_SWEF:
COM: K'vel, I promise that songs will be sung of our deeds!

gene_vtrek:
$ <K'Vel> COM: Hmm, you are defiant for a ship that is at our mercy. However, your motives appeal to me. But, I should hope you have a plan.

Cameo_:
::stands near to Stevens, showing support::

Merced:
::looks to Captain::

Derek_SWEF:
COM:  I do have a plan my honorable friend.

Bachoa:
::continues scans...relieved to hear a potential ally has been discovered::

Thom_AGM:
::Transmits a file to engineering suggesting a shield rerouting that might improve things another 10%::

Merced:
::hoping for a little bit more time::

gene_vtrek:
$ <K'Vel> COM: Very well. We will hear your plans. Lower your shields, so that a boarding, er, a liasion party might beam aboard your ship.

Merced:
::eyes raise::

Bachoa:
::concerned... but knows command staffknows best::

Derek_SWEF:
Mahnn:  Drop the shields...

Thom_AGM:
CO: Captain, I strongly protest.

Merced:
::Looks to Tac::

Merced:
::continues working on helm controls::

Bachoa:
::keeps eyes on their targetting system::

Derek_SWEF:
Mahnn:  Do it!  Prepare your personnel.  

Thom_AGM:
::Drops shields, hoping she lives long enough to regret this::

Derek_SWEF:
*Vagas*  Come in...

Thom_AGM:
CO: My personnel are already prepared.  One false move and they are charcoal.

Cameo_:
::waits::

gene_vtrek:
$ <Knorr> HoD, they have lowered their shields! Do we fire?

Haasquatch:
*OPS*,*TAC*: Im showing our shields dropped, do you confirm or are my boards all haywire?

Derek_SWEF:
Bridge:  Honor says that they don't fire...

gene_vtrek:
$ <K'vel> No, this Stevens is honorable; he knows the way of the warrior.

Thom_AGM:
*Eng* THat is correct.  Under protest.

Merced:
::looks at Stevens::

Haasquatch:
*CO*: aye sir.

Derek_SWEF:
Rand:  The command codes are locked out...

gene_vtrek:
$ <K'vel> We will see what he has to say.

Bachoa:
::looks at Morgan::

gene_vtrek:
$ <K'vel> COM: Furious, prepare to receive RawI' Knorr, my First Officer.

Merced:
::looks at Lars::

Cameo_:
::nods at Stevens:: I know. Should we discuss this here?

Derek_SWEF:
Rand:  See if Vagas can't whip up some way to detonate the ship if need be...

Bachoa:
::swallows and looks back at scanners::

Haasquatch:
*TAC*:  You mean that this was intentional?  

Thom_AGM:
CO: Sir, if the captain were dead the command codes would revert.  Couldn't we tell the computer the captain is dead?

gene_vtrek:
:: ACTION: BoP passes the transporter coordinates to the Furious, and waits for an ACK ::

Derek_SWEF:
COM:  Ackneowledged

Thom_AGM:
*Eng* Not by me.

Cameo_:
::nods:: *Vagas* We need some last ditch card tricks; think you can devise a few?

Thom_AGM:
::Gets ready to dispatch an escort party::

Haasquatch:
*TAC*:  Well, if you didn't need them, you should have said so...I could have blown up the ship myself and saved the enemy the trouble.

Merced:
::prepares for arrival of Klingons::

gene_vtrek:
:: ACTION: K'norr beams aboard the Furious ::

Bachoa:
::looks at Klingon officer on the bridge::

Bachoa:
::sniffs...wonders what the slight odour is::

Merced:
::Looks at Klingon::

gene_vtrek:
:: K'norr looks around ::

Thom_AGM:
::Mahnn and Stewart keep weapons at ready::

Bachoa:
::knods at K'norr::

gene_vtrek:
<K'norr> :: eyeing Stevens :: NuqneH!

Merced:
::gives K'norr an uneasy nod::

Derek_SWEF:
Knorr:  Welcome!  Please join me in the ready room

Derek_SWEF:
::nods to Rand:  Would you please join us Commander?

gene_vtrek:
:: the Klingon scowls at the crew, but follows Stevens ::

Cameo_:
::nods, and follows the Commander::

Derek_SWEF:
Morgan:  You have the bridge

Merced:
::watches as the klingon follows Stevens and Rand into the RR::

Bachoa:
::continues scans of Klingon vessel...and scans for tachyon emissions::

Cameo_:
::takes a seat, well away from the Klingon, her face a mask::

Derek_SWEF:
Knorr:  Can I get you something to drink?  Some blood wine maybe?

gene_vtrek:
K'norr: :: still standing :: Enough small talk, Stevens. Tell us your plan.

gene_vtrek:
K'norr: Otherwise, you die!

Derek_SWEF:
::laughs:: K'norr:  And you'll miss out on the opportunity of a lifetime!!!

Merced:
::wonders what is going on:

Cameo_:
::watches, still not speaking::

Derek_SWEF:
K'norr: This is what I had in mind...

Derek_SWEF:
K'norr:  We're after Yaran...the Starfleet Warlord...

Bachoa:
::wishes he were in the Ready Room to hear what was going on...continues scans::

Derek_SWEF:
K'norr:  I assume you know who she is?

Haasquatch:
::uses the saved power from the downed shields to start powering up other ships systems.  The saved power expendature helps in gaining ground in the full repower of the ship::

Merced:
:;watches panel light up a bit::

Thom_AGM:
::Rather upset that the captain didn't call security to the RR, but then we're all a little shaken here::

Bachoa:
::Looks at power readins and admires the engineers use of ship's systems::

gene_vtrek:
<K'norr:> Yes, we do. But, your plan? Even with our support, we are merely two ships.

Merced:
::yes!: :;whispers to self: more power....

Derek_SWEF:
K'norr:  We have friends in this Universe...if we can find them..

Merced:
::quickly gets helm systems operational::

Thom_AGM:
::Busily working on repairing tactical systems--at least something this engineer knows::

Merced:
::initializes security codes::

gene_vtrek:
<K'norr:> Then our plan is to find them.

Cameo_:
:K'norr:  We believe we have allies who will aid us....

Bachoa:
::scans for any warp traces of other vessels::

Derek_SWEF:
K'norr:  We're looking for a Captain Jenner...

Derek_SWEF:
K'norr:  He's a very resourceful man.

gene_vtrek:
<K'norr> Jenner! That petaQ is with the Maquis. In the Badlands.

Merced:
::plays witht the systems some more::

Cameo_:
::startles at the thought of Jenner laying unconscious in Sickbay, and the thought of meeting him in this future::

Derek_SWEF:
K'norr:  Then that petaQ will have numerous ships, eh?

gene_vtrek:
<K'norr> He has some influence, but perhaps not enough. Perhaps enough. It is unclear.

Derek_SWEF:
K'norr:  I can't believe you'd pass on an opportunity to strike at Yaran...you'd take what was hers.

Merced:
::notices helm has almost complete control back::

Derek_SWEF:
K'norr:  a great triumph for the Klingons..and we get what we want as well

gene_vtrek:
<K'norr> :: mulling it over :: We will not pass on this opportunity! I sense some value in your strategy... the Maquis can help us...

Merced:
::fiddles somemore::

Cameo_:
::stands, weary with this banter::

gene_vtrek:
<K'norr> I will advise my HoD accordingly.

Thom_AGM:
::Enters a program for refocusing the phaser emitters::

Derek_SWEF:
K'norr:  Excellent...

Haasquatch:
::the warp core generator begins to store up more power and engineering crews are gaining control of ships damaged systems.  reroutes and patches are bringing secondary systems online.  Sickbay has full power restored.  TAc has full power restored.::

gene_vtrek:
<K'norr> ::bids the two officers farewell, presses a button ::

Derek_SWEF:
K'norr:  I'd say it's been a pleasure..

Cameo_:
We have an agreement then?

gene_vtrek:
ACTION: Knorr beams off.

Derek_SWEF:
::mumbles:: But it hasn't been...

Thom_AGM:
::Notes restoration of Tac power and send a thanks to engineering::

Bachoa:
K'norr is safely aboard the Klingon BOP sir

Derek_SWEF:
Rand:  So...I guess we go after Jenner

gene_vtrek:
$ :: The BoP IKC Neqhath appears to change course ::

Cameo_:
::nods, smiling slightly::

gene_vtrek:
$ :: and falls in line with the Furious ::

Merced:
::thinks woah!, must have been some meeting::

Derek_SWEF:
Rand:  Shall we inform the crew?

Bachoa:
::wonders what is going on::

Derek_SWEF:
::exits RR and enters bridge::

gene_vtrek:
$ <K'vel> COM: Stevens, you have our support for now. However, do not dishonor our assistance with subterfuge against us!

Haasquatch:
::Phaser batteries have 70% power reserved.  Ops has 90% power restored.::

Cameo_:
The real Jenner has been a quest of mine for some time; not  surprised it leads me here, Commander Stevens.

Derek_SWEF:
COM:  You have my word, K'vel

Derek_SWEF:
Rand:  Once we find Jenner, we'll track down Yaran.  Agreed?

Cameo_:
::follows Stevens and awaits further orders.

Thom_AGM:
::Begins running weapon tests and simulations for herself::

Cameo_:
::with a dogged grin:: Aye, Commander.

Cameo_:
::looks at helm::

Derek_SWEF:
Rand:  That's Captain, Commander.  :;grins::

Merced:
::Looks at Rand::

Derek_SWEF:
Rand: Give the word, Commander

Cameo_:
Plot a course for the badlands..

Merced:
Commander: aye sir

Cameo_:
::grins back::

Merced:
::plots course::

Merced:
Commander: course laid in sir on ;your mark

Derek_SWEF:
::moves to CO seat::  I knew it would come to this

gene_vtrek:
$ <K'Vel> I hope this petaQ knows what he's doing. Follow them.

Cameo_:
Make it so, Morgan.  Engage....

Merced:
Engaging sir

Derek_SWEF:
Rand:  Nicely done, Commander

Merced:
::engages::

Derek_SWEF:
ACTION: THE USS FURIOUS JUMPS TO WARP

Cameo_:
::glance at the Captain::  

Cameo_:
Helm: ETA?

Bachoa:
::watches Rand and Stevens out of corner of his eye...shakes head slightly and monitors scans::

Haasquatch:
::stellar Cartography is still offline,  offensive and defensive capabilities are prime concerns.  Shield capability is at 77%< but still down.::

Derek_SWEF:
Mahnn:  Open shipwide channel...

Thom_AGM:
Aye sir  ::opens shipwide::

Merced:
Commander: ETA   one minute sir

Derek_SWEF:
Crew:  We're off to find the CO Jenner of this time period.  We're hoping he can provide assistance...

Cameo_:
ACTION: THE FURIOUS ARRIVES AT THE BADLANDS

Merced:
Commander:  approaching badlands...

Haasquatch:
*Helm*, *CO*:  If you can, sir, try to keep her under warp factor 4 for a while.

Derek_SWEF:
Crew:  We'll enter the Badlands momentarily...stay alert

Merced:
Commander:  shall I reduce speed?

Cameo_:
Helm, slow to half impulse.

Bachoa:
:;begins scans for warp traces and maquis vessels::

Derek_SWEF:
Mahn:  Hail the klingon vessel

Merced:
Commander:  aye sir   half impulse

Thom_AGM:
::Confident after a few tests that she can perform adequately at TAC::

Merced:
::puts ship to half impulse::

Thom_AGM:
COM: Furious calling Klingon vessel....

Bachoa:
::looks high and low for warp traces and maquis vessels::

Cameo_:
*Eng* We'll try to take it easy on your systems...

gene_vtrek:
$ <K'vel> COM: What is it that you wish of us, Starfleet?

Derek_SWEF:
COM: K'vel, what was the last known location of Captain Jenner?

gene_vtrek:
ACTION: five black globes appear on LRS, sensor interference cannot identify them.

Cameo_:
Science:  What other lifeforms do you detect?

gene_vtrek:
$ <K'vel> COM: He's your colleague, Captain.

Bachoa:
Captain:  We have 5 objects on long range sensors

Haasquatch:
::shield capability is now at 88%.  Phaser Batteries are at 92%.  Stelar cartography is opperating at 45% capacity.::

Derek_SWEF:
COM:  Understood. We'll start a search pattern.

gene_vtrek:
ACTION: BoP cloaks.

Cameo_:
Captain: I'd suggest red alert.

Derek_SWEF:
Red Alert!

Bachoa:
I can't pinpoint them...sensor interference is too strong

Merced:
::sees red alert::

Thom_AGM:
::Begins preparing a lock on the objects::

Thom_AGM:
::Sees that won't work, goes to manual::

Merced:
::prepares helm for red alert status::

Bachoa:
Captain:  The BOP has cloaked sir

Derek_SWEF:
Hen: I need to know what those objects are!

Bachoa:
::tries to enhanse sensor readings::

gene_vtrek:
:: ACTION: signatures of four Maquis attack ships and a larger ship ::

Merced:
::prepares to move::

Thom_AGM:
Stevens: Should I lock weapons, sir?

Bachoa:
Captain:  Maquis ships sir

Derek_SWEF:
::curses::  MOrgan:  Lay in evasive pattern Stevens Delta Delta

Cameo_:
Captain:  Maquis!

Derek_SWEF:
Mahnn:  Hold off..

Merced:
Capt: aye sir

Derek_SWEF:
Mahnn:  Open a channel...

Bachoa:
5 of them... 4 attack vessles and a larger ship

Merced:
::lays in evasive patter Stevens Delta Delta::

Cameo_:
Tactical: Hail them, and on screen....

Merced:
Capt: course laid in sir..

gene_vtrek:
% Jenner: Commander Ayala, red alert, I would imagine they're going to use some five year old evasive pattern, so check the library.

Thom_AGM:
::Nods, but keeps one finger on the button::

gene_vtrek:
% <Ayala> Understood, Captain.

Thom_AGM:
COM:  Maquis vessels, please respond...

gene_vtrek:
ACTION: Attack ships circle around to out flank the Furious.

Bachoa:
Captain:  We are being flanked

Derek_SWEF:
All: Let's play nice...

Thom_AGM:
Stevens: Sir, they are taking hostile maneuvers.  Strongly recommend phaser lock.

Merced:
::continues laying in manuevers::

Cameo_:
Helm, prepare evasive maneuvers, but hold for my mark.

Merced:
::looks at captain:

gene_vtrek:
% <Ayala> I'm computing they're possible evasive manuevers. Depends on who is in command.

Merced:
Commander: aye sir  done and holding

gene_vtrek:
% Jenner: Very well, let's find out.

Cameo_:
::stares intently at screen::

Merced:
::watches intently::

gene_vtrek:
% Jenner: COM: Furious, this is the USS Kobe.

Merced:
::not alot of room here::

Thom_AGM:
CO: Sir, they're responding.  On screen.

gene_vtrek:
% Jenner: COM: Whom am I speaking with?

Cameo_:
::glances quickly at captain::

Cameo_:
::stands::

gene_vtrek:
% :: Jenner makes a note to the weapons officer ::

Merced:
::figures alignment of the ships::

gene_vtrek:
% Jenner: When we find out, fire.

Cameo_:
::straightens uniform::  Maquis, I am Lt. Cdr. Rand of the Federation.  We come in peace.

Cameo_:
+

gene_vtrek:
% Jenner: :: raises eyebrow :: Rand. Aren't you fourth in line?

Thom_AGM:
NewCO: Sir, they're preparing to fire.

Merced:
::listens intently::

gene_vtrek:
% Jenner: COM: Are you saying you lost Crenshaw and Stevens already?

Bachoa:
::wonders how Jenner knows so much about command structure of the Furious::

Merced:
::like how would they know::

Cameo_:
::studies the Jenner on screen, and grins:: Yes sir.

gene_vtrek:
% <Ayala> There are no known records of Commander Rand's evasives.

Merced:
::doesn';t like the fell of this::

gene_vtrek:
% Jenner: :; to Ayala :: Try the USS Luzon, you idiot!

Bachoa:
::monitors Maquis ships::

Cameo_:
Sir, events have placed me in command at this moment.

gene_vtrek:
% Jenner: Rand, you can either surrender the ship, or we can blow you up. I know the command codes, so you'd be sitting ducks.

gene_vtrek:
% Jenner: COM: I could simply take the Furious from you.

Bachoa:
::thinks...hmmmm wish I'd thought of suggesting a change::

Cameo_:
::raises eyebrows:: Now, Mike you know me better than that.

Thom_AGM:
::Realizes the portent of that remark and severs tactical from main computer::

Merced:
::begins initializing evasive manuevers from other ships::

gene_vtrek:
% Jenner: :: makes the signal to lower their shields remotely ::

Cameo_:
Jenner: I won't surrender and I won't let you simply take the Furious.

Thom_AGM:
::Tactical totally on manual::

Haasquatch:
::listens to the conversation on the bridge.  doesn't like the sound of it and tries to gain access to command codes.::

gene_vtrek:
% <Ayala> Their shields are still up - they took tactical off-line.

Cameo_:
Get off your high horse and act  rational....

Derek_SWEF:
::listens to Rand..hoping this will keep Jenner off balance;:

gene_vtrek:
% Jenner: :: nodding :: There is only one way to repair this future, Rand, and that's you're destruction.

Merced:
::raises eyebrows::

Bachoa:
::wonders...ship's destruction...or MY destruction::

gene_vtrek:
% <Ayala> Captain, I have a list of Rand's evasive manuevers. We can counter anything they do.

Haasquatch:
::the game has just taken a nasty turn...tries to change the deck::

Cameo_:
::raises eyebrows:: Really?

gene_vtrek:
% Jenner: :: nodding :: COM: Really. Ayala, open fire.

Thom_AGM:
*Engineering*  Take all systems off computer control.

Bachoa:
::Capt.  They're targetting

Derek_SWEF:
MOrgan:  Now!  Stevens Delta!

Cameo_:
Tac, full defenses....

gene_vtrek:
ACTION: The USS Kobe fires a volley of torpedos.

Merced:
CA[pt:: ayes isr

Thom_AGM:
Already there, sir.

Cameo_:
Helm, evasive

Derek_SWEF:
All:  They're expecting Rand's moves...

Bachoa:
::It's the Kobe sir::

Derek_SWEF:
And Stevens...

Haasquatch:
*Sick bay* can you kill the Captain?  Temporarily, that is.  Then revive him?

Thom_AGM:
Shall I fire, sir?

Merced:
::initiates Stevens delta manuever::

Cameo_:
Tac, no

Derek_SWEF:
MOrgan:  Design new maneuvers on the fly...

gene_vtrek:
ACTION: the torpedos stream towards the Furious, but miss at the last minute...

Merced:
 Capt: aye sir already done sir

Cameo_:
I want to avoid a gunfight...

Bachoa:
Captain:  narrow miss sir

Derek_SWEF:
Rand"  I'm open to suggestions...

Cameo_:
Evasive maneuvers..

gene_vtrek:
% Jenner: :: annoyed :: Ayala, you're fired.

Merced:
::initiates ferrone alpah 2 ::

Merced:
::moves away from lead ship::

Cameo_:
Captain:  It appears the Jenner of the future has a vendetta against me; perhaps its better if younegotiated with him.

Merced:
Commander:  shall i try to get us out of range or are we in for a dog fight?

Derek_SWEF:
COM:  Jenner, Don't do this...

Bachoa:
Captain:  We're still being outmaneuvered by their gunships sir

Derek_SWEF:
COM:  IF there's a shred of Starfleet dignity left in you...

Derek_SWEF:
COM:  Help us bring justice to Yaran

gene_vtrek:
$ COM: Stevens! Ah, that explains everything!

Cameo_:
Morgan, I want a peaceful resolution; avoid battle at all costs.  Even our destruction.

Merced:
Commander:  aye sir...

Haasquatch:
*SickBay*:  We need to change the command codes and the Captain has locked them from being changed unless he is dead.  The computer needs to confirm his death from the bio readings.  Can that be accomplished and he be revived?

gene_vtrek:
$ Jenner: :; to Ayala :: They're using Stevens' evasives. Reference them.

Bachoa:
::glad that Morgan is designing evasives on the fly::

Derek_SWEF:
Morga:  Whatever you do...don't use my maneuvers..they know I'm here..

gene_vtrek:
$ COM: Stevens, I know you're into this logic thing. Really, the destruction of your ship is the only way.

Merced:
Capt: :;smiles:; aye sir..

gene_vtrek:
ACTION: The Kobe continues firing...

Derek_SWEF:
COM:  What if we were able to repair the timeline Jenner...

Merced:
Capt: have already coded in several "new' manuevers sir

Cameo_:
*Eng* Jenner still lives...

Thom_AGM:
CO:  Shields down to 73%  Permission to fire!

gene_vtrek:
$ COM: Stevens, you don't understand. We've tried that already! In my past!

Haasquatch:
*Sickbay* can you induce death and safely revive him?

Derek_SWEF:
COM:  then we can learn from your mistakes and try it again!

Derek_SWEF:
COM:  Damnit man!  This is a chance to set thing right!

Merced:
Capt:  evasive manueuvers plotted....and ready sir...

Merced:
::holds tight::

gene_vtrek:
:: OVERTIME ::

Merced:
::listens intently::

Thom_AGM:
::Looking for weak spot::

Bachoa:
::continues scanning for way out... looks for nebula or other area causing interference::

Derek_SWEF:
COM:  You were once a man of dignity.  A captian to be respected.  What the Hell happened out here Jenner?

gene_vtrek:
ACTION: The Kobe gets lucky and pastes the Furious with a photon torpedo.

gene_vtrek:
ACTION: Ship shakes.

Cameo_:
*Eng* There is no safety factor, and where Jenner is concerned, I won't consider it...

Merced:
::gets rocked::

Derek_SWEF:
::Knocked to floor::

Derek_SWEF:
::stands::

Thom_AGM:
CO: Dammit, sir!  Order weapons now or I WILL!!!!!

Merced:
::looks to captain:

Bachoa:
::thrown against console....bruises shoulder...shakes cobwebs from head::

gene_vtrek:
$ <Ayala> They're hurt. Shall we finish them.

Derek_SWEF:
Mahnn:  One more outburst and you'll be in the brig.  Am I unerstood?

gene_vtrek:
$ Jenner: :: thinking :: No.

Cameo_:
::stands steady against the onslaught::

Thom_AGM:
::Glares at the lily-livered captain:: Yes SIR.

Derek_SWEF:
Morgan:  All stop...

Haasquatch:
*CO*: Sir, If we don't kill the Captain, you will be locked out of all the command codes.  everything will be locked out for you if the other Captain accesses the ship.   He can order the self destruct sequence and relock out the current commands

Bachoa:
::looks for source of initial intereference on scans::

Merced:
Capt: aye sir  all stop

Merced:
::ship is at all stop::

gene_vtrek:
$ Jenner: COM: Stevens. You're at our mercy. Anything else you'd like to say?

Cameo_:
::moves forward to Stevens::

Derek_SWEF:
COM:  Jenner, we're out of time and out of friends...

Thom_AGM:
*Engineering* Can we get any more power to shields?  We seem to be destined to suffer.

Bachoa:
::listens::

Derek_SWEF:
COM:  Please.  Help us do this thing right...

Cameo_:
Sir: Jenner and I have a sort of history...\

Cameo_:
Perhaps he

Derek_SWEF:
COM:  We don't want to make the same mistakes..

Haasquatch:
::reroutes more power to shields.  ::

Derek_SWEF:
Rand:  History?

Cameo_:
Perhaps he will listen to me...

Cameo_:
Let me try?

Derek_SWEF:
Rand:  Try it...it's our last hopel...

Merced:
::prepares to initiate evasive manuevers and warp::

Cameo_:
::faces the viewscreen::

Haasquatch:
*CO* SIR, DID YOU HEAR WHAT I SAID?

Thom_AGM:
::Determined not to trust anyone on this ship::

Derek_SWEF:
*Vagas*  I've veen a little busy...plese repeat..

Cameo_:
Captain Jenner, it's Rand.  A long time has passed...

Merced:
::listens to futile exchange::

Bachoa:
::calculates source of interference and passes along to Morgan on console::

Thom_AGM:
*Engineering* Be ready for anything.  They're chasing ghosts up here and betting out lives on it.

Merced:
::sees lars message on console::

Cameo_:
We mean to only fix the timeline that is broken, and you're caught in it too.

Merced:
::smiles to Lars::  :nods::

Bachoa:
::suggests that course be plotted so that their scans are affected as the Furious's were when we arrived::

Derek_SWEF:
*Vagas*  We won't be kiling the CO...

Haasquatch:
*CO* Sir, if we do not kill the Captain in sickbay, the one on the Kobe can order the ship to self destruct, shut down...anything...and you will be locked out.

gene_vtrek:
% COM: Rand, that's what we said last time. Still..

Cameo_:
::stares at monitor for a response from the face displayed there::

Bachoa:
::nods back::

Derek_SWEF:
*Vagas*  End of discussion.  

gene_vtrek:
% COM: Stevens, you've earned your reprieve... but, you better have a plan...!

Haasquatch:
*CO* SIR, I suggest a controlled death...Kill him and then get the cammand codes changed and thenm revive him.

Cameo_:
::aside to Stevens:: You cannot authorize killing in any timeline....

gene_vtrek:
:: ACTION: BoP decloaks and fires ::

Derek_SWEF:
Rand:  I understand that.

gene_vtrek:
:: ACTION: The Kobe is rocked ::

Derek_SWEF:
::suprised: What the Hell?

Derek_SWEF:
Morgan:  Move us between the BOP and the Kobe..

gene_vtrek:
$ <K'vel> COM: Stevens, shall we destroy this enemy vessel!?

Cameo_:
Damn, can't we get them aboard?

Bachoa:
captain;  The BOP has attacked the Kobe

Merced:
Capt: aye sir

Thom_AGM:
::Sighs and prepares to reaim phaser for no purpose::

Merced:
:;moves between the BoP and Kobe

Derek_SWEF:
Mahnn: Hold your fire..

Derek_SWEF:
All:  I intend on walking the razor on this one..

Merced:
::nods::

Thom_AGM:
::Looks at CO like What? I'm just getting ready should you ever care to use these things::

gene_vtrek:
:: PAUSE MISSION ::

Derek_SWEF:
Mahnn:  Target any torpedoes fired at the Kobe..

gene_vtrek:
:: PAUSE MISSION ::

Bachoa:
::wonders how to really all parties here::

gene_vtrek:
:: PAUSE MISSION ::

gene_vtrek:
:: PAUSE MISSION ::

Thom_AGM:
CO: Aye sir.  ::Finally!::



